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Abstract:

Pakistan army is not only the defender of the boundries

but in the field of literature, it has its own recognition

also. The rankers of infantory, navy and airforce has

sought help of pen for their creative thoughts. In any form

of literature, our defender's contributions are not less

than others. In this connection, a well known name is Haji

Laq Laq (Bao Ata Muhammad Chishti). He retired from

army as a captain. In the age of sixty four he died, but he

left the legacy of poetry, prose and humour, which is quite

enough to keep his name alive. Haji Laq Laq wrote fifteen

books. Besides this, he served as a journalist in different

newspapers and magazines. He earned name and fame.

His contemporaries also appreciated his creative

qualities. The titles of his books are very attractive. His

work consists of every field of literature. The language

used in the books is very simple and interesting.
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